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For verification:  (anonymous entries cannot be counted)  

I am a  Homeowner   Renter 
Name: _____________________________          Property Address: ___________________________________ 

Please fill out this survey and mail it to TCCHOA.  Or you can drop it in the mail slot at the South Pool. 
You can also fill out your survey online at www.TucsonCountryCrossing.com   (Check the website for Survey results.) 

 

Remember to let us know anytime you see any damage or anything 
that needs attention at the pools or around the neighborhood. 

Survey Questions 
Your Opinion Matters to Us 

1. Vandalism: Unfortunately, our HOA Members and Common Areas have been subjected to vandalism during the 
recent years.  The most recent incidents of vandalism occurred during December, 2012, when holiday 
decorations were damaged, removed, etc. from the front yards of several residences.  The North and South 
Pools were also subjected to having rocks, debris and pool chairs and equipment thrown into the pools on 
several occasions.  There were also incidents of graffiti being painted on the walls surrounding the pools.  Please 
mark all of the following that would apply. 
  We should offer a reward using funds from the HOA Operating Account in hopes of receiving information 
that could lead to the arrest and conviction of the vandals. 
     We should establish a Neighborhood Watch group 
     I would be interested in coordinating a Neighborhood Watch group  
 Comments:______________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
2. Traffic Control Measures:  The TCCHOA continues to receive comments voicing concerns over the excessive 

speeds of vehicles in the neighborhood and the lack of traffic control throughout the neighborhood, especially at 
the intersections.  Would you be supportive of having the TCCHOA pursue the implementation of traffic control 
measures in the neighborhood?  Please mark all of the following that would apply..  
    The placement of speed humps through out the neighborhood. 
    The placement of stop signs at the intersections. 
    The placement of speed control signs throughout the neighborhood. 
    Speed Limit 25 mph and/or  
 Speed Limit 15 mph. 
 

3. CATCH BASIN IMPROVEMENT:  Would you be supportive in having the TCCHOA pursue the possibility of 
arranging for the use of the Catch Basin located on the East Side of the 5200 Block of Wood Owl Drive?  If so, 
please indicate your suggested recommendations for its use.  Please mark in order of preference, i.e. “1”, “2”, 
etc. 

___  Playground for small children. 
___  Basketball court. 
___  Volleyball Sand Pit. 
___  Community Garden. 
___  Horseshoe Pit. 
___  Picnic Ramada with Barbecue Grill. 
___  Walking Path with Park Benches. 

 Comments:______________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. RECREATIONAL MEETING ROOM:  Would you be interested in having the TCCHOA pursue the possibility of 
erecting a prefabricated shell and foundational slab for use as a recreational meeting facility?  It would be 
erected at the South Pool in the area immediately adjacent to the east side of the pool house and immediately 
north of the Ramada.   Yes     No     
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